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POAL Focus
2016 – what a year! For us it
started out normally enough.
We expected it to be tough for
us at Ports of Auckland and for
many of our customers, and so
it was. No surprises there. Our
container volume and revenue
dropped slightly, but car volumes
were up and we managed to
increase profit and the dividend
to our owner Auckland Council.
It’s a result that reflects a
company in good health.
I believe our disciplined focus on
efficient operation, innovation and
cost management has been a major
contributor to our performance and
to our proven ability to respond
in a timely fashion to changes in
this volatile market – and, to our
continued ability to deliver.
We are particularly proud this year
to have won the Best Seaport in
Oceania Award from a line-up of
major overseas ports. We’ve kept up
our position as the best performing
container port in Australasia. Our
crane rate – the best in New Zealand
– averaged 36.6 moves per hour
over the year.

Tony Gibson
CEO Ports of Auckland
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Half way through the year the Port
Future Study produced its report.
It found that a port was needed
in Auckland and recommended
a comprehensive study be
undertaken to establish a possible

new port location. In the interim,
it recommended no further port
expansion with the exception of
a new wharf on the north face of
Bledisloe terminal. Building a new
port is a 30 year project, so it is
clear that additional capacity will be
needed to accommodate growth in
the meantime.
Recent events are likely to deliver
further challenges. Trump’s victory in the
USA, and his stated opposition to TPP
and free trade could put a dampener
on international freight flows. He is
not alone in expressing protectionist
views and around the world more
barriers are going up. Trade growth
is already at low levels, increased
protectionism, if it materialises, could
depress growth further.
On the home front the Kaikoura
earthquake has presented some
immediate logistical challenges
on and off port. Volumes on the
Auckland-Lyttelton leg doubled
practically overnight, over 1000 extra
TEU a week, as well as increased
volumes for the Lower North
Island as a result of the damage to
Centreport’s container terminal. We
know that the increased volume is
stretching our resources and we
thank you all for working with us as
we get to grips with the increase.
Looking forward we are pressing
ahead with investments which will
keep the port at the forefront of

SeePort 2017
Each year over Auckland Anniversary
weekend, Ports of Auckland invites
Aucklanders behind the iconic red
fence to discover the port from
land, sky or glistening sea. Captain
Cook Wharf is transformed into a
bustling summer carnival with familyfriendly rides, tours and day-long
entertainment on and off the water.

technology and performance, and
ensure we have the capacity to meet
future growth. We have started work
to partially automate our container
terminal, the first NZ port to do so
and the first in the world to adopt
this particular approach. Automation
will bring us a significant, strategic
advantage in improving performance
and increasing capacity to make us
even more competitive.
We are also looking at innovative
ways to improve the handling of the
250,000+ cars and other vehicles we
handle each year. Cars don’t stay
long anyway, 2.5 days on average,
but we may be able to increase
capacity (within our existing footprint)
and handling speed. Stay tuned.
We are pressing ahead with
development of our freight
hub network, to provide better
international freight links to benefit
the regions. Earthworks have started
at our newest site at Horotiu near

Hamilton in the Waikato and a
new cross-dock at our Wiri, South
Auckland hub is almost complete.
We announced a partnership with
Napier Port earlier this year and
will develop it further next year. We
believe ports should collaborate
where they can to deliver efficiencies
to the supply chain and POAL and
Napier Port are an excellent ‘fit’.
In a market flooded with excess
container shipping capacity where
global container volumes is forecast
to remain static, 2017 will bring its
own set of challenges. But as we
transform into a ‘smart port’, I am
confident POAL is equipped to meet
the challenges head on.
I would like to thank all our people at
POAL, our customers, our partners,
suppliers, contractors and friends
for your support. We look forward to
working with you all again next year.
Best wishes for a happy and relaxing
festive season.

In 2016, over 60,000 people attended
the festival including an at-capacity
crowd for the SeePort Sunset
Symphony & Fireworks on the Sunday
evening.
SeePort returns this year over January
29 – 30 on Captain Cook Wharf.
Check out www.seeport.co.nz for full
scheduling details.
During the same weekend, the port will
again be the naming rights sponsor
of the Ports of Auckland Auckland
Anniversary Regatta – a fabulous sight
each year on the Waitematā harbour
when yachts of all shapes and sizes
race in the popular regatta. Another
highlight is the annual tugboat race –
not to be missed!

Operations Review

Investing in the Supply Chain
to Drive Value for NZ Inc

Game Changer for the Port
In August 2016, Ports of
Auckland confirmed its ground
breaking decision to semiautomate its container terminal.
In so doing, it will be the first
NZ port to automate and
the very first in the world to
semi automate in a combined
operation of manual and
automated straddle carriers.
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Announcing the decision, Ports
of Auckland (POAL) CEO, Tony
Gibson, said: “This is a game
changer for us. We need more
container terminal capacity but we
can’t expand through reclamation
so we have to go up. Automation

allows us to do that safely and
efficiently”.
In simple terms, when the semiautomation installation programme
is completed in 2019, automated
‘robot’ straddles will be used to load
and unload trucks and operate in
the container yard. Manually driven
straddles will continue to work
between the yard and the ship to
shore cranes. Under automation,
new straddle carriers and quad-lift
cranes will enable the port to cater
for growth and improved productivity
within its existing footprint.
POAL currently operates a fleet of 13m
tall manual straddle carriers which

can stack containers 3 high. The
new automated 15.8m tall straddles
will be able to stack 4 high. At the
same time three new quad-lift cranes
(capable of lifting 4 X 20ft containers
together or 2 X 40ft containers) will
make a valuable contribution to high
productivity and supplement existing
cranes and their 2 X 20ft and 1 X 40ft
container lift capabilities.
Tony Gibson says that automation
will increase the port’s terminal
capacity by some 80% from 900,000
TEU to 1.6 – 1.7m TEU p.a. --enough capacity for a further 30-40
years.
Heading the automation project is
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former POAL Bledisloe Terminal
Manager, Ross Clarke, who returned
to POAL to take up the position of
Project Manager Automation after
10 years with APM Terminals in
Singapore and The Hague. As he
explains, consultation and detailed
studies on automation have been
carried out over the past year:
“With that work completed and the
decision to semi-automate made,
we finally signed the contract early
November, with our automation
systems supplier, the German
company Terex Materials Handling
and Port Solutions. Terex’ port
automation experience is huge and
dates back to its work on the very
first automated port container
terminal project at the Port of Rotterdam
10 years or more ago. They will work
with software provider TBA”.
While automation planning and work
continues behind the scenes, Terex
workshops are underway at the port
through November and December.
More obvious signs of preparation
for automation will start appearing
early 2017 according to Ross Clarke
and POAL General Manager Port
Operations, Allan D’Souza, who
stress that port business will continue
as usual during implementation of
the semi-automation programme
with focus on minimal disruption to
cargo flows.
They explain that early work will
include the relocation of certain
operations at Fergusson Container
Terminal in order to prepare for the
reconfiguration of the terminal into

Allan D’Souza, General Manager Operations

its long term semi-automated Master
Plan configuration. That will include
replacement of the current reefer
stacks in the North West corner
of the Terminal with new 4-high
stacks in the South East part of the
Terminal. This will enable realignment
of the current east/west-facing
container stacks in the north half of
the Terminal to north/south facing,
to better service the new North
berth. Over at the truck grid, security
measures will be increased. “Trucks
will park in the same places however,
we will be constructing a much more
secure barrier fence all round the
terminal and each truck grid will be
fenced and gated. The automated
environment means we have to be
even more rigorous about safety and
security”, says Clarke.
Discussing the decision to partially

automate rather than
fully, Ross Clarke
says the benefit of
semi- automation is
that people continue
to control the more
complex crane-feed
straddle process:
“This is the area
where we optimise
our productivity.”

Ross Clarke, Automation
Project Manager

Working on the less complex moves on the truck
grid and in the yard, the robot straddle carriers
are expected to use up to 10% less fuel and
reduce POAL’s carbon footprint. Tony Gibson
confirms they need less light and operate
quietly. “They therefore reduce our impact on
neighbouring communities. And they will also
lower our costs making our operation more
competitive and sustainable long term”.

Supply Chain

New Links
in the Chain
A vital channel for New
Zealand’s international trade,
Ports of Auckland handles
over 1,500 ship calls each
year, connecting NZ to 176
ports in 69 countries.
Three years ago, Ports of
Auckland (POAL) launched a
dynamic Supply Chain strategy. It
hinged on significant investment
into infrastructure that enabled
the port to become an active
(rather than a passive) participant
in the Supply Chain. The goal was
to provide better international
freight links to benefit regions
through the integration of different
transport modes and the linking
of cargo owners’ domestic
requirements to international
seafreight solutions.
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A big feature of the port’s
progressive Supply Chain
strategy is its development of
a network of intermodal freight
hubs (also known as inland ports)
throughout NZ. Initial focus has
been on the North Island with
hubs now located at Wiri in
South Auckland, Horotiu in the
Waikato, Mount Maunganui in
the Bay of Plenty and Longburn
in the Manawatu. These hubs
extend POAL’s reach beyond its
Waitemata seaport boundaries

New Waikato Freight Hub
Forms Golden Triangle
Impression of Ports of Auckland’s
Waikato Freight Hub

to the NZ hinterland. The resulting
infrastructure makes it as easy
as possible for customers to get
goods to market.
Key to this Supply Chain network
initiative is the operation of the
hubs as port neutral facilities
open to all stakeholders in the
Supply Chain. The hubs are linked
by Nexus Logistics (subsidiary
of POAL’s joint venture partner
Netlogix), which also offers an
‘open’ service in its provision of
independent container logistics
and distribution services across NZ.

POAL’s most recent Supply
Chain initiative, saw the
Company move into the
‘mighty Waikato’ – a major
freight and export generating
area. The port company’s new
Waikato hub at Northgate in
Hamilton completes a golden
triangle in an upper North
Island network embracing key
manufacturing, industrial, dairy,
agricultural and horticultural
centres in Auckland, Waikato
and the Bay of Plenty with
direct rail and road links to
the Longburn Freight Hub
in Palmerston North.
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stormwater ponds. According to
Alistair Kirk, POAL General Manager
Infrastructure & Property, if all
goes to plan, the work should be
completed early 2017 after which
roading and railbridge construction
will get underway.
Located between Fonterra’s Crawford
Street Distribution Centre, Fonterra’s
Te Rapa factory, Mainfreight’s
Waikato Freight hub and the AFFCo
meat works, POAL Northgate enjoys
an extremely favourable location with
excellent north, south and east rail
and road access. “Needless to say,
we’ve had a high level of customer
interest in the site from the outset”
commented Alistair Kirk.

Wiri
On 33ha at the Northgate Business
park at Horotiu near Hamilton beside
the North Island main trunk rail line,
POAL Northgate will comprise,
rail sidings, container hard stands,
buildings for warehousing, cross
dock, cold storage, packing and
unpacking, container consolidation
and empty depot facilities; storm
water ponds and riparian planting,
access roads and overbridge, car
and truck parking, truck queuing
areas and gatehouse.
A contract was awarded recently
to civil infrastructure specialist
Fulton Hogan which is undertaking
the earth works to level the site,
preparing building platforms and

Originally an empty container depot,
POAL’s original Inland Port – Wiri in
South Auckland, now operates as
a fully fledged freight hub. Recent
developments there include the
opening a year ago, of the Scales

A new cross-dock
facility opens for
business at Wiri
early 2017
Corporation’s Polarcold 11,800sqm
coldstore facility. A NZ$33M capital
partnership between Scales and
POAL, it provides cold storage for

a variety of frozen food companies
including Fonterra. Also at Wiri, a
new Cross Dock facility will be up
and running for the new year 2017.
It is designed for import and export
cargo owners and freight forwarders,
to allow efficient transfer of freight to
and from containers and the port.

Bay of Plenty
Freight Hub –
Mount Maunganui
Open for business since September
2016, POAL’s Bay of Plenty (BOP)
Freight Hub has the capacity to
handle up to 60 TEU each way on
the daily return rail service operating
between the Freight Hub at Triton
Avenue, Mt Maunganui, via KiwiRail
Southdown rail hub to POAL
Waitemata seaport. The service is
designed for container transfers
including reefer boxes.
As with all its freight hubs, BOP is
also a partnership. It is operated for
POAL by Toll Networks which also
provides the container handling
services for container receival on and
off trucks and rail. Other services
include container pack/unpack and a
range of door to hub or hub to door
freight services.
As a designated extension of the
Port gate for POAL, all containers
received at BOP hub are registered
as under POAL’s control. Similarly,
at the BOP hub, the same business
rules and processes exist as those
at POAL for delivery or collection of
containers. This includes regulations

Supply Chain

for VGM declarations: at BOP
Freight Hub, POAL has the facilities
for weighing the container for the
VGM declaration and certification if
customers require that service.
POAL General Manager Commercial
relationships, Craig Sain, reports that
since opening, BOP Freight Hub,
initial liaison has been with shipping
lines: “It gives the lines options and
a choice of terms by which they can
move their cargo between Auckland
region and the Bay of Plenty”.

Daily rail services
link the BOP
hub with POAL
Auckland
By the same token, he says that the
BOP Freight Hub will compliment
the new Northgate Waikato freight
hub once that is developed. “Again,
the connection will provide a range
of customers with true alternative
options and choice of import or
export port, all of which makes it
easier for the lines to design their
network coverage around NZ ports”.

Top left: Polarcold at the South Auckland
Freight Hub
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Bottom left: The crossdock at the South
Auckland Freight Hub during its construction
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Longburn Manawatu
A partnership between Ports of
Auckland and Napier Port, the
Manawatu Freight Hub at Longburn,
Palmerston North, is run by
independent cold storage specialist
IcePak which has its coolstore there.
Freight Hub Longburn is a 9ha site
connected to the main trunk rail
line. Operational for a year, it offers
an inland container terminal, cross
dock, container wash and intermodal
transport facilities as well as IcePak’s
cold store. Again, Longburn takes the
port gate from Auckland to the front
door of the thriving Manawatu region
where it creates further opportunities
for exporters and importers by
improving access to and from
overseas markets and reducing their
Supply Chain costs.

‘operational, economical,
sustainability and community
benefits’. Ports of Auckland Chief
Executive Tony Gibson, commented
that the two ports have much in
common including being gateways
to two major North Island provincial

Longburn takes
the port gate
from Auckland
to the front door
of the thriving
Manawatu

similar ownership structures so that’s
a great base to work from”.
The partnership will allow Napier
and Auckland to work together to
find ways to optimise services for
freight customers and achieve further
scale and efficiencies in the Supply
Chain. It will prompt even greater
contestability and resilience in NZ’s
Supply Chain to help lower costs to
exporters and importers” said Tony
Gibson.

Connecting Waikato
with the world
through Auckland’s
world-class port

Both POAL and Napier Port
made a further commitment to
their relationship recently when
they announced the formation of
a ‘strategic alliance’ to provide

economies with significant growth
and demands on infrastructure. He
said there is a natural fit between
Ports of Auckland and Napier Port:
“ We share similar values and ways
of working, common customers and
supply chain opportunities and have

Napier Port Chief Executive Garth
Cowie, says the alliance also creates
an opportunity to collaborate,
share best practice and innovative
initiatives in technology, health and
safety and sustainability practices –
all areas that both ports are seeking
to advance further.

Location of the Waikato freight hub
Crawford

Porter

Fonterra
Te Rapa
39

Te Rapa Park
Te Rapa

Ports of
Auckland

AFFCO
Horotiu
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Horotiu

The Big Ship Conundrum

The Big Ship Conundrum
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The question of bigger ships
and their application to the NZ
market continues to generate
discussion and argument.
The fact is that New Zealand with
others in the north/south trades, is
vulnerable to the ‘cascade effect’. It
began 10 years ago with the launch
of the mega E-class containerships
by Maersk. They were joined by
others in a race to build ever bigger
ships with 20,000 TEU newbuilds
scheduled for delivery. With those
big ships restricted to the Asia/
Europe trade, shipping lines have
had to find new trades for the
encumbents. London’s Drewry
Maritime Research observes that
‘the phasing of ex Asia/Europe

“Not only may
the lines have
difficulty filling the
ship, some ports
will be stretched
to handle them.”
ships into new lanes has routinely
destabilised the new ‘homes’ and
has been a major contributing factor
toward
persistently low freight
Drewry 2015
rates’. As Drewry’s Container Insight
Weekly concludes, for shipping lines:

Craig Sain, General Manager Commercial Relationships

‘deciding where to use their biggest
assets has often been based on
necessity rather than demand – the
lack of alternatives means they are
generally hoping for the best bad
decision’! In other words, the ship is
often bigger than the volume of the
market it is placed into.
The cascade effect is a challenging
conundrum and it continues to be
a very real problem for carriers to
manage. Not only may the lines
have difficulty filling the ship, some
ports will be stretched to handle
them. With all the ‘hype’ about the
big ships, Interconnect put the hard
word on POAL’s Customer Relations
Manager Craig Sain and asked him
how prepared is POAL to cater for

bigger ships and just how big are
the ships we can expect to see
frequenting the NZ trade.

Is POAL equipped to cater
for the bigger ships?
CS: ‘Today, POAL is capable of
handling the larger vessels we see at
the port where we regularly service
4,500 TEU ships and occasionally
larger ships. We are presently
completing annual berth channel and
maintenance dredging. That allows
us to service vessels with arrival or
departure drafts of up to 14.35m
60% of the time (including UKCUnder Keel Clearance), with potential
for deeper drafts depending on tidal
conditions. We are blessed on the

The Big Ship Conundrum

Waitemata Harbour with tidal ranges
upwards of 2.6m which can give us a
lot of flexibility.
Currently 630m long, Fergusson
Container Terminal is presently
served by five cranes, three of which
have a reach to service vessels 19
rows wide while the other two cranes
can reach to 17 rows wide. Most
vessels into POAl today are out to 17
rows wide.
Outside the container terminal, we
can adequately handle demand at
the Multi Cargo area although we
are suffering some berth, length and
capacity challenges at Bledisloe and
Captain Cook wharves serving the
car trade. This issue continues to be
addressed. For cruise customers too
we are challenged to service larger
cruise ships such as Ovation of the
Seas, alongside our cruise berths. A
review is being undertaken at present
to see how Auckland can handle
these longer, larger cruise ships.’

Is there further work going
on at POAL to cater for
larger ships?
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CS: ‘Yes there is a lot of work going
on to ensure we can handle larger
vessels as they come into the NZ
market – especially container ships.
We are presently building a 3rd berth
sited in an east/west direction at the
northern end of Fergusson Container
Terminal. 300m long it will bring
50% more berth space. It will have

“Semi-automation
is expected to
give us up to
80% more
capacity in
the container
terminal.”
an initial berth ‘pocket’ of 13.5m
at Chart Datum (CD) but it is being
constructed to be able to handle
15m at CD. Three new quad-lift
gantry cranes will be deployed on
this berth – all with a 21 row reach.
The existing two Fergusson berths
will be developed over time to cater
for much deeper vessels to 15m at
CD however, we do not see this as a
priority driver.
We have announced our decision to
semi-automate the container
terminal (see pgs 4/5). The new
Northern berth will be completed late
next year and up and running with
cranes for the 2018/19 year within
the new semi-automated straddle
carrier system.
Semi-automation is expected to give
us up to 50% more capacity in the
container terminal. We also have the
capacity to quadruple current rail use
and demand.’

What size ships do you
envisage calling at POAL?
CS: ‘This is the big question! It’s one
thing to agree the optimal vessel size
for the NZ market but the pressure
on lines to cascade vessels into the
smaller trades, means the reality
is that lines are imposing generally
oversize volume on their regional
operations. In terms of the NZ market
container volume, then we believe
that over time, this market will be
operating with Liner service container
vessels upwards of 7,500 -8,500
TEU. The time scale for their arrival
could be 12 months or out to five
years and more. As to the vessels’
profile: many factors drive that but
priority for the NZ trade is reefer plug
capacity. For the NZ market with
high reefer demand and for our major
services hubbing through Asia, we
ideally need vessels with minimum
1,000-1,200 reefer plugs. To date,
ships with this level of reefer capacity
are not commonly available to the
NZ trade; they tend to be more often
dedicated to other North/South reefer
markets such as Latin America. They
are a newer design built specially to
cater for the limitations of shallower
port infrastructure and so they tend
to be beamier vessels as compared
to the post Panamax ships. There are
ships of 8,600-9,000 TEU operating
today in the South American trade
that have more that 1,000 reefer
plugs and operate with a draft of
only 13m when fully laden. They
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would seem ideal for this market and
certainly POAL could handle those
vessels right now.’

The cascading issue
continues a major
challenge then? When
capacity placed on a
trade has no relevance to
demand, it must make it
very difficult to plan?
CS: ‘It is a very real problem caused
by the abundance of ultra large
container ships hitting the big east/
west trades and then forcing the
smaller (but much larger tonnage
by NZ standards) into smaller
trades and so on. Also, with the
current severe financial position
that many Lines find themselves in
due to oversupply of capacity in the
worldwide container market, Lines
are being forced to retain their own
tonnage and hire charter vessels.
When a line doesn’t have a service
for an optimum size vessel, it will
try to displace the vessel to smaller
markets like NZ.
Then comes the issue of port
infrastructure limitations and
other limitations in the smaller
markets. When planning a vessel’s
deployment, the Line has to
consider the amount of capacity
put on the berth at any one time –
the economics of a big ship only
work, if they can get good slot

utilisation and given the current
cargo imbalance, a bigger capacity
vessel in the NZ trade is only
going to exacerbate the very tight,
negative margins that Lines are
operating within today, to keep a
service going. Then other factors
come into play eg, on the South
East Asia trade between Australia
and NZ, where vessels transit the
likes of the Torres Strait (north of
Queensland) with its draft of 12.2m.
And so, going up to bigger, deeper
draft vessels, offers little commercial
advantage – unless they sail round
the bottom of Australia which poses
its own set of challenges to network
structure, weather and ocean current
conditions.
In summary then, we expect
continuation of the 4,500-5,000 TEU
size ships on the major Asia services
between NZ and the SEAsia hub
ports. On North Asia, we believe we
could see an increase in the standard
4,500-5,000 TEU ships – subject to
factors such as capacity economics
and port abilities to handle.’

What about this big 9,500
TEU Maersk ship that
arrived on the NZ trade
recently?
CS: ‘The current Maersk Northbound
Triple Star TEU vessels, are a
quantum leap from what the market
really needs because these vessels
are deployed primarily for the market

in which they operate namely, North
Asia to/from West Coast South
America. The wayport call of this
service into NZ is (perhaps?) an
opportunity to maximise a Line’s
network. But one would argue
whether the NZ market really needs
a ship of this size calling weekly –
unless, through economies of scale,
there is considerable consolidation
of existing services into a single
string. The downside then is, that
cargo owners open themselves up
to considerable risk by having more
cargo concentrated on fewer service
options.’

So really, is there any need
to invest, to prepare to
cater for larger ships?
CS: ‘Yes, absolutely. POAL is working
on the basis that ships will get bigger
but we are making our investment
in the infrastructure as iterative and
staged as possible without having
to build for a specific vessel profile
which overtime will change. We will
certainly require the berth length,
crane and straddle technology and
the capabilities to handle ‘peakier’
operations and exchanges (and
we have the capability to do more
today) but, from a channel and
berth depth perspective, a question
mark hangs over the extent of those
requirements. That is something we
will continue to liaise closely with
customers about and an investment
that we will manage optimally.”

Market Round Up

Appointments
POAL has confirmed that Chief
Financial Officer (CFO), Wayne
Thompson has been appointed to
the newly created position of Deputy
Chief Executive to CEO Tony Gibson.
At the same time Wayne Thompson
relinquishes his Supply Chain role
with the appointment of logistics
and supply chain veteran
Reinhold Goeschl to the new
position of POAL General Manager
Supply Chain.
After a long career in freight
forwarding and logistics, Reinhold
Goeschl joined POAL in 2009 to
establish Conlinxx, a joint venture
logistics company set up to increase
POAL’s involvement in the supply
chain including managing the Wiri
freight hub and the road and rail
links. Reinhold has worked behind
the scenes on numerous Supply
Chain initiatives and developments
for POAL as the company increases
its active participation in the
Supply Chain.
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Ross Clarke has returned to POAL
after an absence of some 11 years.
The former Bledisloe Container
Terminal Manager is now heading
POAL’s semi-automation project
as Manager for the project and the
installation programme. During the
intervening years he has worked for
APM Terminals first in Singapore as
Regional Chief Operating Officer and
then at Head Office in The Hague as

Wayne Thompson, Chief Financial Officer and Deputy Chief Executive, POAL

Head of Design and Innovation.
On the shipping line front, Brodie
Stevens has returned from Sydney
to take up the General Manager
Commercial for China Navigation
Company/Swire Shipping (CnCO)
post in NZ. Newly appointed to
the KiwiRail Board are respected
transport executives Paul Harper
and Mike Pohio. Both bring a
wealth of experience in shipping
and port operations, logistics and
exporting.

Reinhold Goeschl, General Manager Supply
Chain, POAL

Nexus Logistics has appointed
Ben Fausett as National Business
Development Manager for the Joint
Venture logistics company Nexus,
formed by POAL and Netlogix. Ben’s
logistics career includes positions
with NZL, Linfox and DHL. Nexus
provides container logistics and
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Best Seaport in Oceania
Ports of Auckland was recognised
this year as the Best Seaport
in Oceania at the Asian Freight,
Logistics and Supply Chain Awards.
Criteria for the new award included
operational efficiency, container
shipping related infrastructure, fee
structures, facilitation of ancillary
services and truck turnaround times.
As the first recipient of this newly
created award, POAL was selected

over other finalists including the Ports
of Melbourne, Brisbane and Sydney.
Upon accepting the Award, POAL
CEO Tony Gibson said it was ‘just
brilliant’ first, to be the only NZ port
nominated and then to go on and win
the Award. “Thousands of shippers
and industry experts voted in these
awards which means the results are
a true reflection of our performance
and our customer ratings” he said.

Left: Tony Gibson, Chief Executive Officer, receiving the Best Seaport in Oceania Award at
the Asian Freight, Logistics and Supply Chain Awards in Shanghai.

MSC
Upgrades Kiwi
Service

Ben Fausett, National Business
Development Manager, Nexus

distribution services across NZ via
multi-modal transport solutions and
an inland freight hub network.

MSC plans to ‘enhance’ its New
Kiwi Service between Australia, New
Caledonia and New Zealand by
adding a new port of call into Bell Bay
in Tasmania. From the fixed weekly
call into Bell Bay, New Kiwi will now
call twice weekly at Bell Bay linking
Tasmania directly to Noumea and
New Zealand. From early December
the port rotation of the New Kiwi
service changes to Sydney, Brisbane,
Noumea, Tauranga, Auckland, Bell
Bay, Melbourne, Bell Bay, Sydney.

More Mega
Alliances
The ‘largest operational agreement ever
made between shipping companies’,
the Ocean Alliance has announced its
network. The four members are CMA
CGM, COSCo, Evergreen and OOCL.
They will offer 40 services on the
major East/West trades – transPacific,
transAtlantic, Asia/Europe and Asia/
Middle East, to a 100 ports with a
combined fleet of nearly 350 ships and
some 3.5M TEU total capacity. Also late
this year, Japan’s three major shipping
lines K Line, MOL and NYK, announced
the proposed formation of a Japanese
Joint Venture liner company to merge
their container divisions by 2018.
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